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Recognizing and treating major depression is complicated by the challenge of incorporating 
ethnicity and cultural factors. While the prevalence of major depression is slightly higher in 
white patients, evidence suggests that minor depression is more common in minorities. For 
many reasons, the overall experience of disease burden and treatment barriers is also 
greater in minority patients. Potential diagnostic disparities frequently translate into 
differential treatment patterns, with implications for clinical and quality of life outcomes. 
Appropriate care for minority patients involves a complex interplay of appropriate access to 
care, illness recognition, health beliefs and a willing to seek treatment, patient-provider 
dynamics, cultural and family support, and the availability of mental health specialists and 
informal sources of care. Furthermore, understanding pharmacologic effects across ethnic 
groups and potential drug interactions is an essential consideration for successful treatment. 
A deeper exploration of these dimensions will enable healthcare systems, providers, and 
patient advocates to address the unique needs of minorities with psychological problems. 
 
This special issue is seeking original manuscripts on comparative research, clinical or 
community level interventions, innovative treatment approaches, and cross-cultural issues 
pertinent to reducing ethnic disparities while improving care provided to patients with 
depression. We also solicit review articles on crucial yet previously unexplored topics, along 
with conceptually based or qualitative studies. Specific topics of interest include, but are not 
limited to: 

 
• health beliefs, illness insight, treatment priorities, and the care-seeking process 

• special concerns of the Veterans Health Administration and efforts to improve care 
provided to VA minority patients  

• genetics and pharmacodynamics 

• financial barriers or other access problems 

• use of complementary and alternative medicine, informal sources of care 

• healthcare reform efforts and policy implications for addressing ethnic mental health 

• medical comorbidities and care coordination 

• therapeutic alliance, cultural views of clinical power dynamics  

• patient-centered care and developing self-activated patients 

• unique issues regarding age, gender, religious or sexual orientation 

• treatment retention and medication adherence  

• stigma, familial or social pressure; barriers to disclosure 



• specific treatment modalities (e.g., CBT, atypical antipsychotics) 

 
Before submission, authors should carefully read over the journal’s Author Guidelines, 
located at http://www.hindawi.com/journals/drt/guidelines.html. Prospective authors 
should submit an electronic copy of their manuscript through the journal Manuscript 
Tracking System at http://mts.hindawi.com/ according to the following timetable: 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Lead Guest Editor 

John Zeber, Departments of Medicine & Psychiatry, Scott & White Healthcare and the 
Central Texas Veterans Health System, Temple, TX, USA ; jzeber@swmail.sw.org  

 
Guest Editors 

Jodi Gonzalez, Department of Psychiatry, University of Texas Health Science Center, San 
Antonio, TX, USA ; gonzalezjm1@uthscsa.edu  

 

Richard Van Dorn, Department of Mental Health Law & Policy, University of South Florida, 
Florida, USA; rvandorn@fmhi.usf.edu  

 

Alejandro Interian, Department of Psychiatry, University of Medicine & Dentistry of New 
Jersey; interial@umdnj.edu  

Manuscripts Due:        March 15, 2011 
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